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Abstract: In this work, a detailed study on volume and surface refractive index (RI)
sensitivity of cladding modes for a fiber Bragg grating (FBG) based sensor is presented.
Surface RI sensitivity of the cladding mode of FBGs has been illustrated and quantified
with the concept of add-layer sensitivity for the first time to the best of our knowledge. A
detailed investigation of mode transition of higher-order cladding modes has been revisited
and important characteristics of the cladding modes are observed which could open a
new designing path of fabrication and innovative way of the use of this family of optical
fiber grating-based sensors. The effect of “mode transition” of higher-order cladding modes,
higher operating wavelength for respective cladding mode and “mode stretching” effects are
combined together to achieve higher volume and surface RI sensitivity of cladding mode of
FBG. It has been shown numerically that with proper designing, sub-nanometer (∼0.04 nm)
attachment of target analyte could be recognized by cladding mode of FBG which is quite
promising for application in optical fiber grating bio-sensors. This critical designing method
of FBG based surface refractometer would be very helpful in case of the fabrication of highly
sensitive sensors for distinct biochemical applications.
Index Terms: Fiber Bragg grating, cladding mode, mode transition, surface refractive index
sensitivity.
1. Introduction
FBG based sensors were used extensively over the past two decades. Real-time detection scheme,
label-free, lightweight and moderate complexity of fabrication make FBG as a potential component
for diverse applications [1]–[3]. In FBG, a forward propagating core mode couples with backward
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propagating core mode and a particular wavelength of light which is governed by the Bragg
reflection law is reflected back to the input end [4]. This reflected wavelength can be changed with
external temperature and strain and the shift of the wavelength is mainly governed by electro-optic
and strain/mechano-optic coefficients of the fiber [4], [5]. Normally, core mode experiences no
interactions with a change in surrounding RI (SRI). However, it can be enhanced significantly
with the reduction of the clad diameter [6], [7]. FBG sensors with reduced clad diameter has
been used successfully for the detection of chloroform [8], measurement of antigen-antibody
interaction [9], DNA-sequencing [10], detection of metal ions [11], chemical gas [12] and in many
other bio/chemical applications. The volume RI sensitivity of etched FBG has been risen up
to ∼300 nm/RIU for the fiber diameter of ∼8 μm [8]. With the reduction of clad diameter, the
sensitivity can be enhanced significantly but mechanical stability is poor and thus it limits the
area of applications and repeated use of the sensor [8], [10]–[12]. Titled FBG (TFBG) was an
effective solution to use FBG as a biochemical sensor [3], [13]. In the case of TFBG sensors,
the spectrum is very clumsy and the fabrication is also required additional equipment to control
the tilt angle of the grating structure. Recently it has been demonstrated numerically that the
mode transition of leaky modes of TFBG can be used as a successful refractometer, the detailed
numerical computations were employed to analyze the leaky cladding mode of TFBG [14]. The
sensitivity of leaky cladding mode was computed and it can be as high as ∼5000 dB/RIU and
which seems to be very promising but the wavelength based measurement system is always
much preferable than measurement of transmission loss with change in SRI. Mode transition (MT)
is an effective way for enhancement of sensitivity in the case of cladding mode of long-period
fiber grating (LPFG) [15]. An overlay with a RI greater than that of clad material needs to be
deposited to initiate the MT and at a particular thickness of the deposited overlay the lowest
order cladding mode which possesses the highest energy among the cladding modes is guided
by the overlay and effective indices of all other modes are converted to its preceding lower-order
cladding mode [15], [16]. The same idea of MT of cladding mode was incorporated in case of
symmetric cladding mode of FBG and sensitivity of a particular cladding mode was enhanced
significantly with change in SRI near the water medium [17]. In this paper, it has been shown
that utilizing the longer wavelength of operation, higher-order cladding mode, MT, mode stretching
and higher RI overlay the volume and surface RI sensitivity can be enhanced significantly. The
comprehensive understanding of the mechanisms and physicochemical parameters controlling
the adsorption behavior is crucial for the development and fabrication of innovative chemical and
biosensors. Adsorption behavior of target analyte can be understood clearly with quantification of
surface-based changes. Precisely change in dielectric and physical properties around the surface
within few tens of nm is utmost important to evaluate the biochemical sensing principle. It has
been found that for accurate quantification of captured biochemical analyte at the surface of optical
sensors defining add-layer sensitivity is much more essential than that of bulk RI sensitivity of the
cladding mode. Surface plasmon resonance (SPR) based sensors, Quartz crystal microbalance
(QCM), surface acoustic wave (SAW)-based sensors were used successfully for the quantification
of localized surface change as a result of target analyte and receptor attachment during specific
biochemical sensors [18]–[20]. Recently, the add-layer sensitivity of LPFG was illustrated elsewhere
to quantify the surface-based changes during specific applications [21], [22]. In the case of FBG
based sensors till now there are not enough studies are being accomplished for characterization
of add-layer sensitivity for surface-based measurement purpose according to our knowledge.
Standard fabrication methods, ease of use and reference temperature measurement with Bragg
resonance peak give this family of symmetric cladding mode-based FBG refractometric sensors
an added advantage than conventional LPFG based sensors. FBG refractometer with symmetric
cladding modes has much more mechanical stability than etched FBG sensors as significant
etching is not required to fabricate the refractometer. Properly designed FBG based RI sensors
can be used in an array of sensors with utilizing multiplexing properties of FBG. In this work, the
add-layer sensitivity of different order cladding modes of FBG has been characterized numerically.
We have shown that an FBG can be fabricated to support higher-order cladding modes and could
be used successfully for surface-based measurements. With a thorough investigation, it has been
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found that the behavior of MT of higher-order cladding modes takes place in a different way than
comparative lower-order cladding modes. A detail description has been given in this work which
leads to a different scope and opportunity of designing cladding modes. The mode stretching
effect has been introduced by a nominal reduction of the clad diameter of FBG to enhance the
sensitivity further. An enhancement of sensitivity can be achieved with this proposed technique
which could be useful for designing and fabrication of biological sensors. In this work, a multi-layer
architectural model of FBG was developed to quantify the surface sensitivity of FBG. It has been
observed that sub-nanometer attachment of bio-analyte can be quantified with properly designed
FBG. The architecture of the paper is as follows. In Section 2, a discussion of basic theory has
been illustrated which was used for the computation purpose. Detail numerical works are given in
Section 3. Section 4 is devoted to discussion and conclusion of the work.
2. Basic Theory
Coupled mode theory is the basic backbone mechanisms to quantify the coupling of light between
core and cladding modes of any waveguide structure. In the case of FBG forward propagating
core mode couples with backward propagating core mode and backward propagating cladding
modes [23]. Transverse electric field components of the guided core or cladding modes propagating
along the z-axis of the fiber gratings can be expressed by a generalized equation (1a) and the
radial function ψ (r ) of the individual layer of optical fiber can be written as in equations (1b)–
(1c). where k0 = 2πλ is the free space wavenumber, n is the refractive index of the layer, βν j is the
longitudinal propagation constant of the LPν, j mode and γν, j =
√
[k20 n2 − β2ν, j ] is the magnitude of
the transverse wave number. Aν, j and Bν, j are the field expansion coefficients determined by the
boundary condition of the cylindrical layers. Jν (rγν, j ) and Yν (rγν, j ) are the ordinary Bessel function
of the first and second kind, while Iν (rγν, j ) and Kν (rγν, j ) are the modified Bessel function of first and
second kind of order ν.
(r, θ, φ) = e− jβυz(r )(θ )(φ) (1a)
ψ (r ) = Aν, j Jν (rγν j ) + Bν, jYν (rγν j )βν j < k0n (1b)
ψ (r ) = Aν, j Iν (rγν j ) + Bν, j Kν (rγν j )βν j > k0n (1c)
The optical guided modes in the core are being governed by equation (1a). Equation (1b) is
the characteristics equation of the cladding mode. The transfer matrix method [23] has been
successfully applied to find out the effective indices of the modes and field expansion coefficients
of multi-layer LPFG waveguide structure. Field expansion coefficients of each layer are normalized,
so that each mode carries the same power P0, as in equation (2).






ψ (r )ψ∗(r )rd r (2)
2.1 Coupled Mode Theory for FBG
A detail calculation of mode coupling characteristics between core and cladding modes of FBG has
been carried out for a multi-layer step-index fiber geometry as shown in Fig 1. In this work, coupled-
mode equations have been solved numerically with standard differential equations, as a boundary
value problem in accordance with the guiding properties of FBG. Mode coupling equations for
FBGs were considered as [4], [23]
dAco
dz
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Fig. 1. Multilayer cross-sectional structure of proposed FBG.
where Aco and Bco represents the amplitudes of forward and backward propagating core modes
respectively. The term ‘m’ is the induced modulation. Bcl0,υ is the amplitude of the backward
propagating cladding modes of order υ. kco−co01−01 is the self-coupling coefficient between forward
propagating core and backward propagating core mode. kcl−co0,υ−01 are the cross-coupling coefficients
between forward propagating core mode (LP01) and backward propagating cladding modes (LP0υ).
δco−co01−01 and δ
cl−co



















Detuning parameters describe the departure from the phase-matching condition. βco01 and βcl0υ are
the propagation constants of forward propagating core mode and backward propagating cladding







εψ0ν (r )ψ0k (r )rd r (8)
where ψ0υ and ψ0k are the radial field components of LP0ν and LP0k modes. ε is the permittivity
variation and for this particular waveguide problem, is defined as 2εnn, where n is the induced
change in RI of the core during inscription of grating. During the theoretical study, it has been
observed that dealing three-layer FBG model with hybrid mode analysis is a very tedious process
and designing of multi-layer model of FBG with hybrid modes is very difficult. A numerical model
with transfer matrix method [23]–[25] was developed to understand modal coupling for LPFG
with linear polarize modes approximation, this technique has been adopted here for numerical
modeling of FBG. This approximation was found useful because the model can be extended up
to multilayered architecture by modifying the fundamental equations. Effective indices of cladding
mode have been calculated with the transfer matrix method [23]. After evaluation of effective indices
and the propagation constants of core and cladding modes, amplitudes of the core and cladding
modes, self and cross-coupling coefficients between the counter-propagating core and cladding
modes along with detuning parameters were also evaluated subsequently with the developed
numerical model. With these results, a matrix representing a set of coupled differential equations
describing the FBG with an overlay layer was formulated, which is given in equation (9). The system
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−m2 Scl−co02−01 0 0 0 0 0
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where S, Sco−co, and Scl−co0ν−01 are defined as
S = ikco−co01−01 (10)
Sco−co = ikco−co01−01 exp(−i2δco−co01−01z) (11)
Scl−co0ν−01 = ikcl−co0ν−01 exp(−i2δcl−co0ν−01z) (12)
The transmission spectrum was computed by solving the boundary value problem differential
equations for each of the cladding modes. Boundary conditions state that all the cladding modes
Bcl0ν vanish at the end of the grating length. Numerical computations were carried out by solving the
boundary value problem as defined by equation (9). MATLAB software was used for simulating the
results.
2.2 Volume and Surface Change
The volume RI sensitivity of a particular cladding mode is defined as a change in resonance wave-
length with respect to the surrounding refractive index change. If change in resonance wavelength
is defined as λresonance and change in surrounding RI by n then the volume or bulk RI sensitivity
is defined as Sv = λresonancen , where Sv is defined as the volume or bulk RI sensitivity.
Surface-based changes can be occurred by two ways: 1) adsorption of mass of the biochemical
analyte over the specific receptor layer which can be quantified by change in resonance wavelength
λresonance of a particular cladding mode with respect to thickness of a bio-analyte layer (depends on
the deposited mass over the surface of the sensors) while the RI property of surrounding medium
is remaining same and 2) A change in RI of the receptor layer after interaction with specific target
analytes without altering the RI of the surrounding medium. The detailed quantification of these
surface-based changes with “add-layer sensitivity” was described elsewhere [21], [22].
Add-layer sensitivity can be defined as in equation below: consider tBL is the thickness of the
added bio-layer and nBL is the corresponding RI of the biochemical layer. St h is defined as a
change of resonance wavelength of cladding mode with adsorption of thin protein layer and SLRI is
the change in resonance wavelength with the change in RI of few tens of nm layer very near to the
surface of the sensors with keeping the same surrounding RI.
SA = dλresonancedtBL +
dλresonance
dnBL
= St h + SLRI , development of a multilayer FBG model for bio/chemical
sensors has been discussed in this paper and would be able to quantify the adsorption of analyte
bio-molecules with optimal sensitivity. Investigation of the add-layer sensitivity of FBG cladding
mode with a multilayer model has been proposed for the first time to the best of our knowledge.
3. Numerical Results
The fiber geometry and the refractive indices of the core and the cladding material were considered
to be that of a standard single-mode fiber SMF 28 of Corning Inc. Selected core diameter for
computation purpose was ∼9 μm and diameter of the the fiber was ∼125 μm. Refractive indices
of the core and the cladding material were considered to be 1.4494 and 1.444, respectively. The
index modulation was taken as 0.0003, length of the grating was 25 mm and period of the grating
was taken as 0.5313 μm. Spectrum was computed with the surrounding medium as air. Computed
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Fig. 2. (a) The computed spectrum of FBG with the first 17 cladding mode and (b) simulated phase plot
for the first 17 lower-order cladding modes.
Fig. 3. (a) Computed spectrum of FBG with 45 cladding mode and (b) simulated phase plot for 45
cladding modes.
transmission spectrum along with phase plot of respective cladding modes are being plotted in
Fig. 2(a) and Fig. 2(b) respectively. The horizontal red line in Fig. 2(b) represents the grating period,
it is to be known that the cross-section points of this horizontal lines with the phase curve of cladding
modes determines the position of the resonance wavelength of the respective cladding modes. A
detail investigation of volume RI sensitivity of cladding mode was reported earlier. In this previous
work, the sensitivity of the respective cladding modes was enhanced with the effect of mode
transition and mode stretching [26]. Sensitivity can be enhanced further by adjusting the operating
wavelength of cladding mode at higher resonance wavelength which was illustrated earlier in case
of long-period fiber sensors. In the next part of the simulation, the period of the grating has been
changed to ∼0.576 μm, to find a Bragg resonance wavelength peak at ∼1680 nm. The sensitivity
of cladding mode can be enhanced by using a higher-order cladding mode. If we can change the
modulation index of RI higher than ∼0.0003, then respective higher-order cladding modes could
be observed in the spectrum and which might be used for the sensing applications. In the case
of FBG, we can generate an observable higher order of cladding modes with a higher index of
modulation. With a modulation (n) of ∼0.0007, almost 45 cladding modes are being observed in
the shorter wavelength side of the main Bragg resonance dip in the computed spectrum, Fig. 3(a)
shows the computed spectrum of FBG with Bragg transmission wavelength at ∼1680 nm. The
respective phase plots of the cladding modes are being given in Fig. 3(b). With this approach
a considerably higher order cladding modes could be used for the sensing applications; aim is
to revisit the sensitivity of these higher-order cladding modes and to analyze the behavior of
transition of modes. Numerically computed spectrum of FBG with different index modulation is
being depicted in Fig. S1. in the supplementary document. The simulated spectrum of FBG with
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Fig. 4. (a) Variation of effective index of cladding modes with deposition of overlay for LP0,11 and LP0,12
cladding mode, and (b) same for LP0,41 and LP0,42 cladding mode.
symmetric cladding modes is also being given in the supplementary document. The numerically
computed spectrum of FBG with the surrounding medium of air and water is being given in Fig. S2.
in supplementary document. The higher-order cladding mode possesses higher sensitivity and can
be observed in the simulated spectrum. To compare the behavior of mode transition of comparative
lower and higher-order cladding modes we have considered LP0,11, LP0,12 and LP0,41, and LP0,42
cladding modes. The four-layer cross-sectional model of FBG has been used for the computation
purpose (core-clad-overlay-surrounding medium). The RI of the overlay was selected as ∼1.7,
which is the RI of standard silica-based sol-gel materials. Fig. 4(a) shows the mode transition of
LP0,11 and LP0,12 cladding mode and it can be understood that a sharp change of effective index
is being observed after a certain thickness of the overlay. The Q point is the middle portion of the
curve where the slope of the graph is best. In the case of LP0,12 cladding mode, the Q-point for
overlay RI 1.7 is nearly at ∼150 nm of the thickness of overlay. Intermodal separation between
LP0,11 and LP0,12 cladding mode is ∼0.3 nm, it has been observed that in the case of LP0,41 and
LP0,42 cladding modes the curve is steeper from the very beginning of the deposited thickness of
overlay. The slope region can be divided into six portions (a, b, c, d, e, f, g, and h). The detail of
slopes of each region of the cladding modes of FBG are being given in Tab.1s in the supplementary
document.
It is being observed that the best slope is observed in portion ‘a’ of the Fig. 4(b) in case of
comparative higher-order cladding mode LP0,42. The slope of this portion is ∼[119.39 × 10−7/nm
of overlay] (within a thickness range of 0-100 nm) which is higher than the slope of the best region
of LP0,12 cladding mode which is ∼[37.24x10−7/nm of overlay] near @ 150 nm of the thickness
(120–180 nm thickness range). This result shows the conventional MT concept [14]–[16] of higher-
order cladding mode is differ in a major way than comparative lower-order cladding modes. To
characterize the detail effect of mode transition, variation of effective index with the thickness of
the overlay has been computed for the number of modes (LP06-LP07, LP0,11-LP0,12, LP0,16-LP0,17,
LP0,21-LP0,22, LP0,26-LP0,27, LP0,31-LP0,32, LP0,36-LP0,37, LP0,41-LP0,42,) and are being illustrated
in Fig. S3 in the supplementary document. It is observed that after ‘LP0,25’ cladding mode the
variation of effective indices with overlay thickness increases abruptly with thinner overlay layer
and in case of LP0,41-LP0,42 cladding modes the slope is highest within the few tens of nm of
overlay layer. The sensitivity of two lower-order cladding modes was experimentally studied before.
Almost 10-fold of sensitivity enhancement was reported earlier with mode transition phenomena
after a deposition of the polymeric overlay [15]. MT characteristics curve for LP0,11/LP0,12 and
LP0,41/LP0,42 cladding modes are different so the scope and aim of the coating layers are also
dissimilar in respective higher-order cladding modes. In the case of LP0,42 cladding modes, a sharp
change in effective index can be observed from the very beginning of the deposition of overlay. In
the next phase of simulation, the rate of alteration of the effective index with a change in overlay
thickness has been computed for two different cladding modes (LP0,12 and LP0,42 cladding mode)
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Fig. 5. (a) Variation of slope of MT characteristics curves for LP0,12 and LP0,42. (b) Characteristics of
MT curve of other 8 cladding modes.
and is being shown in Fig. 5a. In Fig. 5b, slopes of 8 different cladding modes (LP0,7, LP0,12, LP0,17,
LP0,22, LP0,27, LP0,32, LP0,37 and LP0,42) are being calculated within a narrow range of thickness
(up to 225 nm). The variation of slopes of different cladding modes are being depicted clearly in
Fig. 5b. It is prominent that the change of slope of MT curve of lower and comparative higher
order cladding modes are dissimilar. A certain thickness is required to achieve the highest slope
position for conventional lower order cladding modes (e.g., LP0,12/LP0,17/LP0,22) and for higher-
order cladding modes, the uppermost slope region is achievable within few tens of nanometers of
overlay thickness and decreased exponentially with the thickness of overlay until to the region of
second MT point.
The design strategy of optical fiber grating-based sensors with the effect of mode transition of
cladding modes [15]–[17] needs to be optimized as per the order of the cladding modes because
it has been observed that the MT behavior of comparative higher-order mode is different from that
of lower-order cladding modes. It has been proved and reported earlier that the mode stretching
effect can enhance the volume RI sensitivity of the lower-order cladding mode of FBG [26]. In this
work, the effect of mode stretching on add-layer sensitivity of cladding modes has been discussed
elaborately. The intermodal separation of LP0,41-LP0,42 is ∼2.6 nm and is significantly higher than
LP0,11-LP0,12 cladding modes separation (∼0.6 nm). The sensitivity of higher-order cladding modes
can be enhanced significantly with mode stretching phenomena. The intermodal separation of
cladding mode with original and reduced diameter fiber has been evaluated numerically and is
being shown in Fig. 6. With the reduction of clad diameter up to ∼20 μm the modal separation
between LP0,41 and LP0,42 cladding mode was ∼4 nm which is quite significant for FBG based
system.
The volume RI sensitivity of LP0,42 and LP0,37 cladding mode was ∼27,000 pm/RIU and
∼22,400 pm/RIU respectively with a cladding diameter of ∼125 μm and with a reduction of
cladding diameter by ∼20 μm the computed sensitivity was found to be ∼33,000 pm/RIU and
∼26,200 pm/RIU respectively. In this work, we put more emphasis to identify the add-layer sensi-
tivity St h and SLRI .
In the next part of the work, a detail analysis of add-layer sensitivity has been given. Adsorption
of the bio-analyte layer above the surface of the sensor can be quantified as deposition of protein in
(gm/cm2) of the surface with specific RI. The mass adsorption over the sensing head is depending
strictly on the concentration of mother solution of protein and it has been quantified by QCM, ellip-
sometry, and surface plasmon based resonance sensors [18]–[20]. This adhesion of mass can be
modeled as a thin layer with specific thickness and density and as a result, the deposited thickness
of different bio-specimens was identified with measurands. Depending on nature, the concentration
of bio-specimen few nm to few tens of nm bio-layer could be adsorbed over the surface. With this
idea thickness of different bio-specimen like antigen-antibody in immunoassay-based experiments
[27] Specific proteins [28], Bovine Serum Albumin (BSA) [29], etc. were identified by quantification
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Fig. 6. Modal stretching of different order cladding modes with 125 μm and 105 μm of diameter of fiber
for the different order of cladding mode.
of surface-based changes. FBG based biochemical sensors are used for the detection of different
bio-specimen like specific immunoassay [30], Detection of Thrombin [31] and in many other
applications [3], [13], [17], [33]. Add-layer sensitivity of cladding modes of FBG was computed
with a six-layer model; namely core-clad-overlay-receptor-specimen layer- surrounding medium
as shown in Fig. 1. The overlay RI has been kept constant to 1.7 as per standard Silica-Titania
based sol-gel materials [34] and the receptor layer RI ∼ 1.5 for standard bio-functional polymer like
Eudragit or polystyrene. The RI of target specimen layer has been kept constant at ∼1.6 [34], [35].
The thickness of receptor layer was chosen as ∼10 nm above the overlay surface. The overlay
thickness for each of the cladding mode was considered different values as to utilize the maximum
slope of the MT curve as shown in fig. 5b. Add-layer sensitivity is being calculated for different
orders of cladding modes. It has been observed that add layer sensitivity is higher for high order of
cladding mode, but for practical implementation, there is a limit, as writing of a very strong grating
is case-specific and depends on fiber characteristics, so often index perturbation reaches to its
maximum modulation strength, so we keep ourselves restricted up to LP0,42 cladding mode. The
value of add layer sensitivity at maximum suitable position has been calculated with the adhesion of
∼10 nm bio-analyte layer (RI ∼ 1.6) over the combined layer of overlay and ∼10 nm receptor layer.
The add-layer sensitivity St h, of the above-mentioned cladding modes, are computed numerically
and has been given in Fig. 7a. Add-layer sensitivity St h and SLRI can be enhanced significantly
with mode stretching. Add-layer sensitivity of different cladding modes with mode-stretching by
reduction of 20 μm of fiber diameter has been shown in Fig. 7a. It is to be mentioned that surface RI
sensitivity is another important measurand of distinct chemical and biological sensing applications.
Surface RI sensitivity (SLRI) has been measured with a change in RI of the receptor layer from 1.4
to 1.6. The thickness of the receptor layer was kept constant to be ∼20 nm for the entire simulation.
The detection limit of surrounding RI is ∼4 × 10−3 resolution with LP0,42 cladding mode. The SLRI
for different order of cladding mode has been computed and is shown in Fig. 7b. In the case of
detection of the change in surface RI, sensitivity is not that significant but still can be used for the
detection of gases like hydrogen, where a high percentage of RI change can occur in a sensitive
Palladium layer [36]. After a detailed numerical computation, it can be shown that properly designed
cladding modes of FBG possess enough sensitivity (St h) for the detection of sub-nm adhesion of
the target analyte layer over the surface. The add-layer sensitivity (St h and SLRI) can be increased
with enhancement of RI of an overlay. The add-layer sensitivity (St h) of LP0,42 cladding mode with
different overlay RI has been depicted in Fig. 8. With an overlay RI of ∼2, the add-layer sensitivity
is ∼15 pm/nm attachment of analyte layer, this can be improved further with mode stretching, it
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Fig. 7. Add layer sensitivity St h and SLRI of LP0,42 cladding mode with two different diameters (diameter
1–125 μm, diameter 2–105 μm).
Fig. 8. Add-layer sensitivity Sth of LP0,42 cladding mode with different values of overlay RI.
has been observed that with an overlay of RI ∼2 and mode stretching the add layer sensitivity
can be ∼25 pm/nm attachment of bio-layer. The detailed analysis of surface RI sensitivity with a
higher overlay layer is being accomplished and the mode transition curve of LP0,42 with higher RI
of overlay has been given in Fig. S4 in supplementary document. The add layer sensitivity (St h)
can be as high as ∼25 pm/nm attachment of analyte by an experimentally demonstrated overlay
RI of ∼2 with tantalum oxide overlays [37]. With a standard interrogation technique 1 pm resolution
change in resonance wavelength could be observed, so (1/25) = ∼ 0.04 nm or 40 pm attachment
of target analyte could be detected with highly sensitive cladding mode of FBG.
4. Discussion & Conclusion
In this report, we have shown that with proper designing methodologies higher-order cladding
mode of FBG can be used for volume and surface-based RI sensing applications. The spec-
trum of FBG has been simulated with a longer grating period rather than those used for the
fabrication of FBGs in the telecommunication window near ∼1550 nm, as the cladding mode at
higher wavelength provides higher sensitivity. Then a very strong FBG has been considered (with
high index modulation) for further numerical computation, where a series of resonance bands of
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symmetric cladding modes are found in the computed spectrum. 45 cladding modes are being
observed in the spectrum. Then MT phenomena were studied extensively for almost each of the
cladding modes. First, it has been observed that transition phenomena of higher-order cladding
mode LP0,41 and LP0,42 are completely different from LP0,11 and LP0,12 and it has been concluded
that the phenomena of variation of effective indices of cladding mode is different in comparative
higher-order cladding mode (especially after ‘LP0,25’ cladding mode). The higher-order cladding
modes in the FBG have two significant advantages for RI sensing: a) few tens of nm in thickness
of overlay layer (∼20 nm/with overlay RI ∼ 1.7 for LP0,42) is enough to operate at maximum
sensitive position for biological applications whereas in case of lower-order cladding modes a
certain thickness (∼150 nm/with overlay RI ∼ 1.7 for LP0,12) is being required to reach the maximum
sensitive position, b) broad linear region of operation is achievable for higher-order cladding mode
(∼120 nm for LP0,42 cladding mode and ∼60 nm for LP0,12 cladding mode), so dynamic range of the
sensors with these higher-order modes is significantly higher than the dynamic range of lower-order
cladding modes. In summary, the higher-order cladding mode (higher than LP0,42) can provide
higher sensitivity and better dynamic range but it requires a very strong FBG to utilize that specific
higher-order cladding modes and fabrication of very strong FBG is not easy. Normally there are two
ways of writing of a strong FBG. One of them is to use a high index modulation (spectrum of FBG
with different index modulation is already given in supplementary document) but there is a trade-off
as index modulation can’t be increased indefinitely as per the material properties of the glass. With
standard index modulation of ∼0.0005, the transmission loss of LP0,42 is ∼2.5 dB, which is quite
good enough for further use. The second way to write a strong grating is to enhance the length of
the grating region with a moderate modulation index, but working with very long length FBG is not
very convenient, so during fabrication optimal design scheme will be required to use comparative
higher order cladding modes. Concept of mode stretching was incorporated to enhance sensitivity
further, modal separation in terms of resonance wavelength separation of cladding modes of LP0,11
and LP0,12 was ∼0.6 nm with a radius ∼62.5 μm and it is found to be ∼0.82 nm with a radius of
∼52.5 μm, in case of LP0,41 and LP0,42 cladding mode it was respectively ∼2.6 nm and ∼3.92 nm
respectively. The add layer sensitivity (St h and SLRI) has been computed for cladding modes of FBG
for the first time to the best of our knowledge. A detail computation reveals the add-layer sensitivity
of respective cladding mode can be as high as ∼40 pm/nm attachment of target analyte. With
a modern spectrum analyzer resonance wavelength shift of ∼1 pm is easily observable. Sub-nm
attachment of bio-analyte can be detected with help of symmetric cladding mode of FBG which
would be very promising for this family of sensors. Quantification of bio-analytes or bio-chemical
specimens normally determine with ellipsometer/QCM/SPR/SAW-based sensors, here it has been
illustrated that with proper designing FBG can be used to measure surface-based changes during
specific biological and chemical applications. The concept of higher-order mode reorganization
with deposited overlay (especially modes higher than LP0,25) leads to a new avenue of designing of
the sensors where the sensors can be readily used for surface-based applications and only a thin
layer (∼few tens of nm) of overlay is require to be deposited. The fabrication of the device will be
challenging as higher index of modulation can lead to the region of higher non-linearity of operation
of the device. Type of the fiber, constituent materials of the fibers will be another important aspect to
fabricate higher order cladding modes of FBG. Parameters like laser wavelength (for the inscription
of grating), laser power, length of the fabricated grating are also need to be optimized as still there
is no experimental demonstration for a meaningful generation of higher-order cladding modes for
FBG. Apart from that the instruments to measure ∼1 pm wavelength shift is very costly so during
fabrication of the device few critical issues have to be faced for proper use of higher symmetric
order cladding mode based FBG sensors. In spite of complexities, fabrication of these sensors will
add some additional advantages than conventional TFBGs as the spectrum of FBG with symmetric
cladding mode is much clear than TFBG and cleanness of the spectrum will be useful in case of
multiplexing of the sensors. The main Bragg peak always remains at the initial position as it is not
influenced by the surrounding medium so it can be used as a temperature compensator as it is
influenced only by a change of surrounding temperature and strain. With keeping this advantage in
mind, self-temperature compensated biochemical sensing systems can be developed for specific
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applications which are not possible for standalone FBG, TGBG or LPFG sensors. The behavior
of comparative higher order cladding modes could be explored in the future for designing and
fabrication of other grating-based sensors with LPFG, TFBG or different cascaded grating sensors
for selective chemical or biological applications.
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